
Use this calendar to help keep yourself 
organized during our days of distance 
learning.  Each day, follow the schedule.  
Check off each item as you complete it.            

Week 7
May 11-15 Monday Tuesday

Google Meet 9-10
Wednesday Thursday

Google Meet 1-2
Friday

Reading 
and Social 

Studies 

❏Read about Africa 
and Antarctica in 
the Continents and 
Oceans packet, 
then do writing 
assignment

❏ Read about Asia 
and Australia in the 
Continents and 
Oceans packet, 
then do writing 
assignment

❏ Read about 
Europe and North 
America  in the 
Continents and 
Oceans packet, 
then do writing

❏Read about South 
America and the 
Southern Ocean  in 
the Continents and 
Oceans packet, 
then do writing

DO NOT send 
anything back to 
Mrs. Minder for 
Reading or Social 
Studies!!!

Writing and 
Social 
Studies **Do 

these in a notebook and 
send to school OR do on 
google and turn them in.

❏ What are 2 facts 
you learned about 
each continent?

❏What is the size rank 
of each continent?

❏What are 2 facts 
you learned about 
each continent?

❏What is the size rank 
of each continent?

❏What are 2 facts 
you learned about 
each continent?

❏What is the size rank 
of each continent?

❏What are 2 facts 
you learned about 
each 
continent/ocean?

❏What is the size rank 
of each 
continent/ocean?

ONLY SEND 
YOUR ANSWERS 
IF YOU DIDN’T 
DO THEM ON 
GOOGLE 
CLASSROOM

Math
*VIEW the video 

BEFORE doing the 
math journal pages- I 

may have changed 
the directions on you!

❏ View video then 
do page   in math 
journal p. 109 & 193

❏If time,Reflex Math 
to green light

❏  View video then 
do p. 194 & 201 in 
math journal

❏If time, do IXL 
diagnostic for 
20min 

❏  View video then 
do p. 202 & 203   in 
math journal

❏If time, do sumdog 
for 10 min

❏   View video then 
do p. 206 & 208 in 
math journals

❏If time do IXL 
recommendations

ONLY SEND Math 
journal pages-DO 
NOT SEND YOUR 
MATH BOOK TO 
THE SCHOOL!!

Science-Must do 
Science pages, if 
time do the IXL 

activities 

❏Social Studies - Continents  IXL C. Early 19th Century American History
❏ Science - Shadows and Season IXL S. Rocks and Minerals
                          *Choose from these activities to do Monday through Thursday

●  Type to Learn for 20 minutes  OR do Code.org for 20 minutes
●  Sumdog, Everyday math games, any subject IXL recommendations
●  EPIC
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